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● Convert panorama from multiple
images into a single panorama. ●

Create multiview panoramas. ● Share
your panoramas across the web in

HTML5, Flash or Qt for free. ● Create an
HTML5 phone store with a catalog. ●

Create an HTML5 slideshow or use it as
a standalone HTML5 panorama gallery.

● Publish a panorama to Facebook,
YouTube or Flickr. ● Add a HTML5

caption to your panorama. ● Optimized
for all Windows OS versions. Easypano
is an easy-to-use 2D 360° Panorama

Software. The result is a panorama that
represents a scenery using many (up to
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360) images or video. You can create
the panorama in any format (for

example.jpg,.avi,.mpg,.flv). Easypano
offers a variety of options for
customizing the panorama:

enable/disable the 3d-effect or rotation,
music, cinemascope, shadows, titles

and export formats like html, flash and
qt. Easypano Description: ● 2D

Panorama (90 degree and more) with
many pictures. ● Create panorama with
many pictures in a few seconds. ● Add
a background. ● Change your device
between landscape and portrait. ●

Create a panorama for an object (like a
carousel) with adjustable length. ●

Optimize all picture formats (jpeg, png,
bmp, psp, tga, jp2, psp, etc.). ● Change

the dimensions of the panorama. ●
Change the proportions of the

panorama (aspect ratio, scale 1.3x, to
0.7x,.5x). ● Change the orientation of
the 360° panorama. ● Download the
saved panorama as.htm,.html,.qt,.flv
or.swf. ● Optimized for Windows. ●
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Created and developed by dragonchild.
Description: * Widen your vision with
Street View 360° * Widen your vision
with Street View Panorama * Widen

your vision with 360 Photos If you are a
web developer, you will need to call the

JQuery functions for the Street View
plugin to make it work. The plugin
requires the jquery.pluginify.js and

animate-cursor.js files, which are both
included with the plugin.

Easypano EPublisher (LifeTime) Activation Code Free
Download PC/Windows

A tool to easily publish spherical and
cylindrical panoramas into various
formats, including HTML5, SWF and

QTR. With a simple and intuitive
interface, you can create and publish

you panoramas within minutes. Publish
either spherical or cylindrical

panoramas in as many formats as you
want. Publish as many photos as you
want into your panorama and convert
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them all into a single panorama.
Publish your panorama through your
desktop and then share it on various

social networks through their respective
APIs. Features: ✓ Convert multiple

photos into one multi-aspect spherical
or cylindrical panorama without editing
your files. ✓ Import all the images from

your camera roll into one single
panorama. ✓ Print in multiples and
enhance your next panorama in the

photo booth. ✓ Animate your panorama
with transitions, motion and much

more. ✓ Publish your panorama either
through your desktop or your social

networks. ]]> to Easily Transfer Video to
Apple iPod from iPhone 23 May 2011
16:41:13 +0000easypano to Easily
Transfer Video to Apple iPod from

iPhone Apple iPod is one of the world’s
most popular portable multimedia

devices that can store and play
thousands of songs, movies, television
shows, podcasts and other audio/video
files. It also features a gorgeous screen,
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decent camera, built-in FM radio, a large
battery and can be used to read

eBooks, electronic books and more.
While Apple iPod has many advanced

features like video recorder, voice
recorder, etc., it only supports a few

formats of audio files. This means that
those who own a device with a camera

that can play movies and music can
never directly enjoy their videos on

their iPod. Video transferring is such a
common task that anyone need to

perform. The easiest and fastest way to
do it is by using Wondershare Video

Converter for Mac. Wondershare
b7e8fdf5c8
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*【Immersive Editing】Allows you to not
only work with a collection of images,
but also an immersive panorama,
allowing you to perform manual post-
processing operations on your virtual
panorama. *【Import Immediate】With
the Import Immediate mode, the images
in your library can be directly published
into the panorama. *【Smooth
Cropping】Simple smooth cropping
function that allows you to convert your
panorama smoothly without step edges.
*【Quick Export】You can export
panorama photos as JPEGs or HTML5
videos in the online version, or as SWF
files in the offline version. This also
saves your time. *【Video & Music
Player】Quickly publish panorama photo
videos and background music to various
social network sites. *【Export
Files】Export files of images or video as
JPEG, PNG, GIF, TGA, MOV or WMV
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*【Web Photo Gallery】Publish a photo
gallery with photos of all your
panoramas as a photo gallery.
Easypano VideoConverter (bundled) is
the powerful and straightforward
converter that allows you to convert a
multiple photos into a single video with
a large selection of supported inputs
and outputs. Easypano VideoConverter
is a professional tool to successfully
convert your photos to videos. Not only
you are able to easily combine your
photos into a single video, but the
application also allows you to convert
between most popular formats such as
JPG, BMP, PNG, AVI, MPG, WMV, MPEG,
XviD, MP4, MP3, FLV, Flash and JPEG.
Easypano VideoConverter Description:
*【Immersive Editing】Allows you to not
only work with a collection of images,
but also an immersive panorama,
allowing you to perform manual post-
processing operations on your virtual
panorama. *【Import Immediate】With
the Import Immediate mode, the images
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in your library can be directly published
into the panorama. *【Smooth
Cropping】Simple smooth cropping
function that allows you to convert your
panorama smoothly without step edges.
*【Quick Export】You can export
panorama photos as JPEGs or HTML5
videos in the online version, or as SWF
files in the offline version. This also
saves your time. *【Video & Music
Player】Quickly publish panorama photo
videos and background music to various
social network sites. *【Export
Files】Export

What's New In Easypano EPublisher?

★ Easypano EPublisher support all
popular social networks! ★ Store your
photos and the stored data is archived
for safe keeping ★ Now you can paste
multiple photos from your desktop ★
Import photos from popular Image
viewers ★ Completely free! ★ Now it's
very easy to publish high quality
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spherical panoramas or cylindrical
panoramas into different formats (e.g.
HTML5, QTVR or SWF). ★ It's also
possible to export your panoramas into
different formats. ★ After exporting the
panorama, you can enjoy the spherical
panorama by using a web browser (e.g.
Internet Explorer, Chrome or Firefox). ★
Create collages from your photos. ★
Use the built-in "Auto Rotate" function
to automatically change the rotation of
your photos. ★ Change the blending
settings to get the most out of your
panorama. ★ Easily adjust the
brightness/contrast or color of your
panorama. ★ Share your panoramas on
various social networks such as
Facebook, Twitter or Google+. ★ Join
the discussion on our forum. ★
Important: If you are using a Mac, make
sure to download the free SplashStudio
program, which is required for the best
performance of Easypano EPublisher. ★
Settings: - "Shift+Enter" will convert the
selected photo/photos to a panorama in
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batch. - During publishing, you can click
the buttons on the top of the interface
to adjust the settings such as "auto
rotate", "avg brightness/contrast" and
"Panorama height/width" - You can also
output the final panorama to several
different formats such as SWF, QTVR,
HTML5, ZIP or DXF. - You can select the
photo order for the panorama. For
example, you can publish the most
pictures first and then the rest of the
pictures. - The default settings are good
for most of the pictures. You can
customise the settings to your needs. -
You can also choose to delete the
original picture before publishing. This
way you can add your new photos to
the panorama without them being
extracted from the image viewer. ★ You
don't need any technical knowledge to
make use of Easypano EPublisher. In
just a few minutes, you can create
stunning panoramas! ★ This application
comes with a detailed
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System Requirements:

Mac OS X: 10.6.0 or later 2 GB of RAM 1
GHz CPU Windows XP or later:
1280x1024 resolution at 60 fps
Minimum System Requirements:
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